
Christian Academic Network – Notes 

Stories 

Keziah Daum: Tweeted pics of High School Prom dress- Chinese ‘qipau’ dress.  Response from 

Jeremy Lam ‘my culture is NOT your goddamn prom dress’ – 40,000 + retweets, 176,000 likes (Moral 

Offence of Cultural Appropriation).  But when the story was reported in China response was quite 

different – Pride in spread of Chinese culture (WeChat post liked 100,000 times) 

Sorry we missed you – I didn’t like its representation of gender 

Jason Hannan’s phrase – ‘Emotivism on Steroids’: Post-Truth e.g. Gamergate: Abuse of Zoe Quinn, 

creator of ‘Depression Quest’ (had to go into hiding).  An adoption of Foucault’s ‘Power-Knowledge’ 

by the alt.right 

Otherkin community on Tumblr – those who identify as nonhuman beings – demands ‘species 

reassignment surgery’.  What once signified psychiatric disorder now signifies political demand 

Sofie Hagan – Twitter campaign against Cancer UK’s work on Obesity: Demanded its withdrawal for 

‘fatshaming’ – gained thousands of supporters  

Rebecca Tuvel – Asst Prof of Philosophy at Rhodes College “In defense of tranracialism” in feminist 

journal Hypatia.  Contrasted resignation of Rachel Dolezal from NAACP when her parents revealed 

she was white with Caitlyn Jenner’s cover story on Vanity Fair when she came out as Transgender.  

Argued for a more fluid and expansive notion of personal identity to allow for transracialism.  Society 

“should accept such an individual’s decision to change race the same way it should accept an 

individual’s decision to change sex”.  800 academics protested and paper was withdrawn from 

publication and a public apology was made (Journal was accused of being incapable of engaging 

beyond ‘White and cisgender privilege’).  Kelly Oliver, her former supervisor wrote an essay entitled 

‘If this is feminism…’ highlighting Tuvel’s being bullied by leading feminists deploying their power to 

threaten her with not gaining tenure (and several who agreed with Tuvel dared not say it while 

others told her that they agreed with her privately while attacking her in public).  Another paper in 

the same journal arguing the same case two years earlier received no similar condemnation – it had 

been written by a black political scientist, Adoph Reed. 

Campaign against Finnis – New Natural Law Theorist  

In LRB Review of Susan Sontag biography: ‘The future may look upon the closet-clingers more 

benignly, or at last more apathetically, as the labels of sexual identity peel away like old bumper 

stickers and we evolve in o a transhumanist multi-spectrum’ James  Walcott – Actually end of 

diversity 

PC – What, Why, How should we respond 

What  

PC – (i) Each choose own identity/identifiers (ii) Others must respect choices (iii) Others must avoid 

making identity assumptions (Equity) or assumptions from identification (iv) unmask and oppose all 

forms of privilege and normativity (e.g. heteronormativity and cisnormativity (v) Creates new 

language – cis, trigger warnings, safe spaces, woke, dead-naming (using former pre-trans name of 

trans person) and transforms language so that e.g. ‘harm’ and ‘violence’ are manifestations of 

certain forms of language use  

 



Why  

(i) A Christian Heresy - A response to injustice (breach of natural law) and expression of the 

gift of freedom and personal sovereignty (and in these senses a Christian heresy) 

 

(ii) Response to atomisation, social isolation (Richard Sennett) AM on ‘where do you come 

from’? 

 

(iii) (iii)Response to failure of socialism – hence left politics of opposition to tall distinctions 

and oppressions 

Chantel Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau ‘ Hegemony and Socialist Strategy’ (Anti-

foundationalist, hence Class struggle as reductive- racism, sexism, homophobia, climate 

emergency.  Calls for strategic alliance or counter-hegemony of radical equality across 

dimensions  

(iv) Always must be seen in context (PC instead of what): Rise of White nationalism 

(incorporating Islamophobia, anti-feminism; PC Liberalism as only alternative AND Rise 

of Social Media and Identity Regulation e.g. Jason Hannan’s phrase – ‘Emotivism on 

Steroids’: Post-Truth e.g. Gamergate: Abuse of Zoe Quinn, creator of ‘Depression Quest’ 

(had to go into hiding).  An adoption of Foucault’s ‘Power-Knowledge’ by the alt.right 

MacIntyre’s notion of tradition 

To be rational agents – look to other traditions for resolution (which may of course mean checking 

the premises involved in) issues that you cannot resolve yourself 

PC as example of a tradition (liberalism) unable to resolve problems 

MacIntyre – Morality versus Moralism 

Response 

(i) Voice  e.g. Christian Institute and Christian Law centre e.g.  David Makereth case (below) 

and Ashers (Mr and Mrs McArthur -bakers) case  

 

Lady Hale: “Their objection was to the message on the cake, not to the personal 

characteristics of Mr Lee … Accordingly, this court holds that there was no discrimination 

on the ground of the sexual orientation of Mr Lee." 

 

(ii) Loyalty/Acceptance – Accepting Evangelicals 

 

(iii) Exit - form own communities e.g. Dreher ‘The Benedict Option’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mackereth case 

A judge has declared the belief that God created everyone as either male and female, and that this 

cannot be changed, as “incompatible with human dignity and [in] conflict with the fundamental 

rights of others.” 

According to the Christian Legal Centre, the ruling of the employment tribunal judge places the 

belief – cited by Jesus himself – on a par with racist and Neo-Nazi ideologies held to be “not worthy 

of respect in a democratic society” in earlier judicial decisions. Andrea Williams, the centre’s chief 

executive, said the decision also represented the “first time in the history of English law that a judge 

has ruled that free citizens must engage in compelled speech”. 

The tribunal, sitting in Birmingham, had examined a challenge to the Department of Work and 

Pensions (DWP) by Dr David Mackereth, an Accident and Emergency doctor with 30 years’ 

experience. 

Dr Mackereth, a Reformed Baptist, was sacked after he said during a training session that he would 

record only the biological sex of patients rather than their choice of gender, therefore rejecting their 

“preferred pronouns”. 

He said his beliefs were based on biblical revelation and on biology, but the DWP argued that his 

belief in Genesis 1:27 was not a belief protected by the Equality Act 2010 and was “mere opinion”. 

Afterwards, Dr Mackereth said: “I am not alone in being deeply concerned by this outcome. Staff in 

the NHS, even those who do not share my Christian convictions, are also disturbed as they see their 

own freedom of thought and speech being undermined by the judges’ ruling. 

“No doctor, or researcher, or philosopher, can demonstrate or prove that a person can change sex,” 

he continued. “Without intellectual and moral integrity, medicine cannot function and my 30 years 

as a doctor are now considered irrelevant compared to the risk that someone else might be 

offended. 

“I believe that I have to appeal in order to fight for the freedom of Christians – and any other NHS 

member of staff – to speak the truth. If they cannot, then freedom of speech has died in this 

country, with serious ramifications for the practice of medicine in the UK.” 

 

 

 


